Promotion on Clinical Excellence Pathway: Personal Contribution to OSU

Department/TIU:

Faculty Member Name:

Date of Submission:

Current Academic Rank:  ○ Assistant Professor  ○ Associate Professor

For candidates pursuing promotion on the Clinical Excellence Pathway, the following format will help guide the candidate in presenting his/her achievements.

1. How have you advanced patient care, programs, or clinical operations of OSUWMC and why is it important? (Think about: the before vs. the after; and your personal actions/role/contribution relative to self vs. team.)

2. How have you measured the success? What tangible results or outcomes have resulted? When possible, provide specific outcomes/metrics achieved and attributable to you.
3. Who has benefited, or what has been improved, as a result of the work you described above in #1? (e.g. on what patient group, health care colleagues, department/program, or hospital system)

4. How have you distributed/shared your enhancements? Have others adopted your changes to patient care, programs, or clinical operations? Who is most aware your accomplishments? Which OSUWMC leaders could attest to the impact?